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PLANET ASSOCIATES ENHANCES WEB CLIENT WITH SCHEDULING AND 

GROUP ADMINISTRATION 

 
Latest version aids administration by saving time and eliminating redundant activities 

 
Eatontown, NJ – January 21, 2013 – Planet Associates Inc., the leading provider of 
Infrastructure Relationship Management (IRM) software and services for Enterprise 
Networks, has just added key administrative enhancements to its Planet eVolution web 
portal. 
 
The Planet eVolution™ web client extends the Planet IRM IT infrastructure cable and 
asset data repository by creating and distributing up-to-the-minute, multi-layered iiPDF 
files containing critical infrastructure data information such as equipment details, 
geospatial coordinates, inside/outside cable plant and pathways, connectivity, and circuit 
analysis using only a web browser with the Adobe Reader® add-in. 
 
This latest release of Planet eVolution includes the ability to schedule report runs on 
varying time periods and automatically distribute them to group members who are 
assigned to specific areas of responsibility. Reports can also be archived and accessed 
by authorized individuals when needed. 
 
“Our goal was to ease the administrative redundancy necessary with having to manually 
pull standard reports on a periodic basis,” said William Spencer, President and CEO of 
Planet Associates.  “The new unattended scheduling capability pushes the latest 
infrastructure information to the user or group’s inbox, so it can be accessed quickly and 
easily.” 
 
Additional Planet eVolution features include the availability to generate schematic 
diagrams through the portal and search boxes that filter specific text strings, which assist 
in identifying the desired search data. 
 
About Planet IRM 
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Planet IRM is designed to consolidate critical infrastructure information and streamline IT 
operations through a single, centralized, visual data repository, which improves 
operational efficiency and service levels, reduces network disruptions and downtime, 
and provides the cohesion necessary for accurate and thorough critical system analysis. 
 
Planet IRM is available through the US General Service Administration’s schedule GS-
35F-0928N or via the Department of Defense Enterprise Software Initiative and 
SmartBUY Blanket Purchase Agreements.  
 
About Planet Associates Inc. 
Planet Associates Inc., located in Eatontown, N.J., develops, licenses and supports the 
Planet IRM family of infrastructure relationship management software products.  Planet 
IRM is uniquely capable of total enterprise network asset consolidation, incorporating 
Inside and Outside Cable Plant, Data Center, WAN, and User/Desktop Management, 
and all interconnectivity.  For more information on Planet IRM software, call Planet 
Associates at (732) 380-7550, email mjviscomi@planetassoc.com or visit 
http://www.planetassoc.com. 
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